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In this paper  the problem of interconnecting circuit modules in microprocessor and  digital 
system design is studied. The  data transfers are expressed by  m  sets S; of directed edges  
between modules. An interconnecting schema, which is given by  an  assignment of the data 
transfers to buses,  consists of the links between modules and  buses.  At first we show, that the 
problem of fmding an  assignment with minimum number  of links is NP-complete. After that 
we prove that the problem of using a  given interconnection schema is NP-complete, too. 
(3 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the design of a  m icroprocessor for a  behaviour description a  register-transfer 
configuration is generated. The  behaviour is mode led by a  data flow graph, while 
the RT conhgurat ion can be  regarded as a  set of modu les (register and  processor 
ports), buses (group of wires), and  links (wires between modu les and  buses). The  
generat ion of such a  configuration is done  in different steps. At first we generate a  
schedul ing for the operations of the data flow graph. In the second step, the 
allocation phase, elements of the data flow graph (variables and  operations) are 
assigned to physical modu les (registers and  processors). For these questions we 
refer to Jansen [Z]. At last, in the interconnection phase, we assign the data 
transfers to a  set of buses. 
A data transfer t = (x, y) is a  directed edge  from a  modu le x to a  modu le y and  
can be  interpreted as a  movement  of data from x to y. If t = (x, y) is a  data trans- 
fer, x is called the source and  y is called the sink of the transfer t. We assume that 
all modu les produce only one  output but can accept mu ltiple inputs in an  arbitrary 
order. It is al lowed to have transfers with the same data value from a  modu le x to 
mu ltiple modu les at one  time. Therefore two transfers (x, y), (x’, y’), executed at 
the same time  step, can share the same bus only if their sources x and  x’ are equal. 
This mode l can be  general ized if we allow mu ltiple outputs for a  device or mu ltiple 
inputs in a  fixed order. For the study of the complexity we consider only the 
simpler case ment ioned before. 
Let A4 be  a  set of modu les and  let K be  the sets of transfers for the time  steps 
1  < i < m . We  search for assignments fi of the transfers (x, y) E & to a  given set of 
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buses B. For the realization of the transfers (x, y) E q a link from x to f;( (x, y )) 
and a link from J;((x, y)) to y is needed. Altogether we get a link set L,-, a subset 
of (M x B) u (B x M), which is called an interconnecting schema. The problem of 
finding an assignment with a given number of links can be formulated as follows: 
Problem. k-interconnection. 
Instance. Sets M, B, ~cMxM\{(x,x)~x~M} for l<i<m and a positive 
integer k. 
Question. Are there m mappings fi: T -+ B with fj( (x, y)) #f,( (x’, y’)) for each 
pair (x, y), (x’, JJ’) E 9J with x # x’: 
l~~l=I{(x,fi((x,y)))I(x,y)E~, l<ibm)l 
+ I{(fi((x, Y)), Y) I (x, Y)E& 1 <i<m}l<k? 
The first examination of this problem is given by Torng and Wilhelm [4]. Tseng 
and Siewiorek [S] have supposed, that transfers (x, JJ), which are executed at 
different time steps i # j, must always use the same bus. This means that 
.fi(k Y)) =fi((-G Y)). 
By this supposition, they need, in general, more buses a necessary. 
In the next section we show, that the problem of finding a minimum number of 
links is NP-complete. In contrast to that, the minimum number of buses can be 
determined by an easy calculation. It turns out, that this number is equivalent to 
the maximum number of different sources for the transfers sets z: 
Bmin=,~~~m I{xl (X3 Y)EK}I . . 
By the assumption of Tseng and Siewiorek we obtain a modification of the 
compatibility relation. Since in this case each relation can occur, the problem of 
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FIG. 1. The constructed RT configuration. 
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TABLE I 
Feasible Assignments 
(ml. 4 h hmd h (ml,m4) bl 
h, 4 b2 hm.J b, h 4 b2 
(m3,m5) b3 h 4 6 h,m,) b, 
finding a m inimum number of buses is NP-complete with this assumption. Let 
M= {m,, m ,, m3, m4, m ,} be a set of modules and let 
be the transfer sets. Clearly, we have Bmin = 3. An assignment with B = {b,, b,, b3) 
is given in Table I. The constructed RT-configuration is shown in Fig. 1. 
2. MINIMUM NUMBER OF LINKS 
To analyse the k-interconnection problem we transform and simplify this 
problem in different steps. At first we examine the case, that only the links Mx B 
are considered. 
Problem. k-source connection. 
Instance. Sets 44, B, zcMxM\{( x,x)Ix~M} for lbi<m and a positive 
integer k. 
Question. Are there m  mappings h: %-+ B with h( (x, y) #h((x’, y’)) for all 
pairs (x, y), (x’, y’) E q with x #x’: 
I~~)I=l{(x,~((x,y)))I (x,y)~%,l<i<m}ldk? 
There is the following relation between both problems: 
2.1. LEMMA. The k-source connection problem is polynomial transformable to the 
k-interconnection problem. 
ProojY Let M , B, q for 1 < i,< m  and ke N be an instance of the k-source 
connection problem. We define a set K= { 1, . . . . I?=, IZI}, which is (without loss 
of generality) disjoint to the other sets. Then we construct a new set of modules 
A = Mu K. We get new transfersets 5 by replacing the sinks by an unique value 
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of K, such that all data transfers have different sinks. Then we have the following 
equivalence : 
The k-source connection problem for M, B, and K is satisfiable, if and only if the 
k + 1 Kj-interconnection problem for A, B, and 5 is satisfiable. 1 
A ramification of the above question is given by the assumption that all data 
transfers to one time step start from different sources. This problem is equivalent to 
the previous problem and can be described as follows: 
Problem. k-transport connection. 
Instance. Sets M, B and a family of sets F1, . . . . Fm with <C M and a positive 
integer k. 
Question. Are there m mappings fi: $ +B with fi(t)#Ji(t’) for all t, t’E$ 
with t # t’: 
lLrl = I{(t,h(t)) I tE%, 1 bi<m}l <k? 
Obviously, the following lemma holds. 
2.2. LEMMA. The k-transport connection problem is polynomial transformable to 
the k-source connection problem. 
The k-transport connection problem can also be interpreted as an edge- 
partitioning problem in a digraph D = (N, E). 
Problem. k-edge-partitioning. 
Instance. A digraph D = (N, E) and positive integers 1, k. 
Question. Is there a partition of the edges E in E,, .,., E, with: 
1. for each x E N and for each i with 1 < i < 1 there exists at most one edge 
(y,x)~E;and 
2. L(EI, . . . . E,)=Cf=, l{xl (x,y)EEi}l6k? 
An edge partition E,, . . . . E, is feasible, if for each set Ei and for each node x E N 
there is at most one edge (y, x) E Ei. The edge partitioning problem corresponds to 
the search for a feasible edge partition E,, . . . . E,, such that the sum over all sets Ei 
and their sources is less than the integer k. 
2.3. LEMMA. The k-edge partitioning problem is polynomial transformable to the 
k-transport connection problem. 
Proof. Let D = (N, E) and 1, k E N be an instance of the edge partitioning 
problem. We construct sets M = N, B = (6,) . . . . b,} and q= {j ) (j, i) E E} for 
1 < i < INI = m. There is a feasible edge partition of E in E,, . . . . E, with 
L(E,, . . . . E,) <k, if only if there are m mappings f, : z -+ B with J(t) #fj(t’) for 
each pair t, t’ E z with t # t’, so that (L,] < k. 
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FIG. 2. A digraph. 
We define: f,(j) = h, if only if (j, i) E E,. With this definition the assertion follows 
directly. 1 
Let us consider the digraph D = (N, E) in Fig. 2. The smallest partition consists 
of three sets E,, E,, and E, with 
EI = ((L21, (2,319 (394)) 
E, = { (4,2), (4, 5)) 
E, = ((5, l), t&V}. 
Therefore we obtain L(E, , E2, E,) = 3 + 1 + 1 = 5. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let D = (N, E) be a digraph with N’ = {XE N 1 dout(x) > 0} and 
El, . . . . E, a feasible edge partition. If there is at least one node x E N’ with (x, y) E E,, 
(x, y’) E Ej, and i#j, we have L(E,, . . . . E,) > (N’I. 
Proof: The assertion follows by 
W  l,...,Er)= i lb (x,~kEi)l> x I (X9 Y) E CJ Ei = IN’/. 1 
i= 1 i=l 
2.5. THEOREM. The k-edge partitioning problem is NP-complete for 12 4. 
Proof Clearly, the edge partitioning problem is in NP. Now we give a polyno- 
m ial transformation from the satisfiability problem, which is NP-complete (see 
Cook [ 1 I), to the edge partitioning problem. 
Let tl be a formula in conjunctive normalform with c1= c1 A . . . A c,, with 
clauses cj= ( yjI v yj2 v yj3) and variables V= (x,, . . . . x,}, such that in each clause 
there are different literals and such that each literal occurs at least once. We define 
the graph G, = (N, E) with 
N= {gjly d’/ 1 l< j<m, 1<1<3) 
u{xi,Xi,(xi,Xi)) l,<i<n} 
U{cjI l<j<m} 
u {a, b, e> 
571/46/l-3 
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E={(xi,gj,)Ixi=yj/, ldi<n, ldj<rn, 1~1~3) 
u((Xi,g,-r)IZ,=yi,, 14i<n, l<jdm, l<fg3} 
u { txiY Cxi? xi))? txj, (xi, xi)) 1 16 i < n} 
u {tdjI, gjl), tdj,, cj) I 1 < j<m, 161<3} 
” ((‘5 txi, xi)), Ce, (xi, xi)) I 1 6 i<n} 
u ((4 cj) 1 1 Gj<m}. 
The graph G, is sketched in Fig. 3. It is easy to see, that edges proceed from 
2n + 3m + 3 nodes. The edges can be partitioned into four sets E,, . . . . E4 with 
W 1, . . . . &) < 2n + 3m + 3 only, if all edges, which start at one node, are in the 
FIG. 3. The constructed digraph. 
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same set. O therwise we have with Lemma 2.4: L(Ei, . . . . E4) > 2n + 3m + 3. Now we 
show the following assertion: 
The formula tl is satisfiable, if and only if there is a feasible edge partition 
E 1, . . . . E, with L(EI, . . . . E4)<2n+3m+3. 
Let CI be satisfiable. Then there is an assignment $ of values to the variables with 
rc/(cj) = 1 for all 1 <j< m. In each clause cj there are at most two literals with value 
0. At first we define: 
E; = {(Xi, gj/), (Xi, (Xi, Xi)) ) Xi= yj/, $(xi) = 0, 1 < i 6 n} 
U ((ii, gjj), (Xi, (xj9 % i)) 1 xj= Yj/, Il/(Xi) = 03 1 < i6 n}. 
Next, further edges are added. In each clause cj there is at least one literal yj,, with 
$( yj,J = 1, where gj,, is not reached in the edge set E; : 
Let be Mj= { 1,2,3}\(1,}. The other three edge sets can be defined as 
E,= {(Xi, gj/), (Xi, (Xi, Xi)) 1 Xi=yj/, @(Xi)= 1, 1 <i<n) 
” {Cxi, Sj/), txi3 tx;, Xi)) I Xi = Yj/, $(%i) = 17 1 < i < n) 
U ((4 Cj) I 1 <j<m} 
E, = { (djl, gjl), (d,, c,) ) ZE Mj and minimal, 1 <j< m} 
U {(b, (Xi, zi)) I 1 G i<n} 
E4 = {(d,, gjl), (d,, cj) 1 ZE Mj and maximal, 1 < j < m} 
U {(e, (xj,zi)) 1 1 G i6n). 
Then E,, . . . . E, is a feasible edge partition of D with L(E,, . . . . E4) = 2n + 3m + 3. 
Conversely, let E,, . . . . E4 be a feasible edge partition of D with 
W,, . . . . E4)<2n+3m+3. 
For each fixed node x E N with &(x) > 0 the set K(x) = {(x, y) I (x, y) E E} is a 
subset of one of the edge sets Ei. Therefore the sets K(b) and K(e) are contained 
in two different edge sets. Without loss of generality, K(b) c E3 and K(e) c E4. 
Then the edges K(xJ and K(Xi) must be contained and separated from each other 
in the sets E, and E,. Since &(c,) =4, there exist m nodes dir,, . . . . d,,, with 
Zj~ { 1,2, 3}, those edges lie all either in El or in E,. Without loss of generality 
K(dj,J c E, for all 1 ,<j< m. This implies, that for each node xi = yj5 we have, 
K(x,) p E, and, hence, K(xi) c E,. We define a valuation @  on the variables as 
Il/txi) = {i 
if K(x,) c E, 
otherwise 
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and I,$(x~)= 1 -$(xi). For each literal u it holds, that $(u)= 1, if and only if 
K(U) c E,. For each clause cj we have, K( yj,,) c E,. This implies $( y,,,) = 1 and 
altogether we obtain $(a)= 1. 1 
2.6. COROLLARY. The problems k-transport connection, k-source connection, and 
k-connection with / BI 3 4 are NP-complete. 
3. USING A GIVEN INTERCONNECTION SCHEME 
In this part we consider the reverse case. We have an interconnection scheme and 
ask, if the transfers can be assigned to the buses, such that only the given links are 
used. This problem can be formulated as follows: 
Problem. Interconnecting test. 
Instance. Sets M, B, &, . . . . YmcMxM\{(x,x) 1 XEM}, L,cMxB, and 
L,cBxM. 
Question. Are there m mappings fi: z- B with: 
1. fi((x, y)) #f;((x’, y’)) for each pair (x, y), (x’, y’)~z with x#x’, 
2. tx, .fi(tx, Y))) E LI for all (4 Y) E %, 
3. (fi((x, Y)), Y)E& for all (-7 Y)EV 
We have a set of modules M, a set of buses B, to m time steps a transfer set K, 
and two set of links L,, L, between the modules and the buses. The problem is to 
find bus assignments for the transfers, such that only the given links are used. We 
call the bus assignments fi: K + B feasible, if all the three properties are satisfied. 
Let M, B, K be like above. The sets L, and L, are shown in the Table II. 
A feasible assignment of the transfers to the set of buses is given in Table III. At 
first we examine the case that for each time step there are only transfers with 
different sources. 
3.1. THEOREM. The interconnecting test problem can be solved in polynomial time, 
if for each time step there are only transfers with different sources. 
TABLE II 
The Given Set of Links L, , L, 
L, b, b, 6, L, b, b, b, 
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TABLE III 
A Feasible Bus Assignment 
ProoJ: LetM,B,and~forl<j<mandL,cMxB,L,cBxMbegivensets 
with the property, above. We define for each 1 d j < m a digraph Dj = (Nj, Ej) with 
Nj=quBu {s, t} 
Ej={((X, y)tb) I (X9 ~1~5, bEB, (x,b)ELI, (6, Y)ELZ} 
u {(h (x3 Y)) I (4 Ykq 
u ((6 t) I bEB) 
and with capacities k(e) = [0, l] for each edge e E Ej. The interconnecting test 
problem corresponds to the question, if there is a feasible flow of size &I in the 
digraph Dj. This flow problem can be solved in 0( I? + BI 3, steps; see, for example, 
Lawler [3]. Therefore the interconnecting test problem can be solved in 
O(Cj”, 1 I?+ B13) steps. 1 
Let us consider the following simplification: 
Problem. Set-placing. 
Instance. Sets B, N,, . . . . N, and a mapping F: (uy=“=, Ni)x B-+ (0, l}. 
Question. Is there a mapping f: lJy=, N, + B with: 
1. f(x)#f(y) for all XEN~, CENT with i#j, 
2. F(x, f(x)) = 1 for each x E Ni and each 1~ i < m? 
We call a mapping J uy= i Nj + B with both properties a feasible set-mapping. 
Let N, = { 1,2, 3}, NZ = (4, 5}, and B = {b,, bz, b3} be given. The mapping F is 
shown in Table IV. A feasible set-mapping f is given by: 
f(l)=f(3)=b,> f(2)=&, f(4)=f(5)=b,. 
3.2. LEMMA. The set-placing problem is polynomial transformable to the inter- 
connecting test problem. 
Proof: G iven sets B, N,, . . . . N,,, and a mapping F we define a transfer set 
~=~(i,x)~1~i6m,x~Ni},asetofmodulesM={1,...,m}u~~~,N~andtwo 
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TABLE IV 
The Given Mapping F 
1 1 0 0 
2 0 1 1 
3 1 0 1 
4 0 1 1 
5 1 1 1 
sets of links L,={(i,b)I l<i<m, ~E:B} and &={(~,x)IxE~~=~N~, bEB, 
F(x, b) = 1). Then we have 
f: lJy= 1 N, -t B is a feasible set-placing mapping, if and only if 
fi : Yr + B, defined by fr( (i, x)) = f(x) for x E Ni, is a feasible bus 
assignment. 1 
This problem can be generalized to graphs by replacing the disjoint sets 
N 1 > . . . . N, with a graph G = (N, E) and by replacing the first condition with a 
condition over the edges E. This problem looks like: 
Problem. Graph-placing. 
Instance. Set B, a graph G = (N, E) and a mapping F: N x B -+ (0, 1). 
Question. Is there a mapping f: N -+ B with 
1. f(x) #f(y) for each {x, Y) $6 
2. F(x, f(x)) = 1 for each x E N? 
If we replace the set N, by a complete graph over the set Ni, we obtain this 
generalization. Hence we have : 
3.3. LEMMA. The set-placing problem is polynomial transformable to the graph- 
placing problem. 
Now we show, that the set-placing problem is NP-complete. The difficulty of the 
problem is generated by the compatibility relation of the data transfers. 
3.4. THEOREM. The set-placing problem is NP-complete. 
ProojY Clearly, the set-placing problem is in NP. Now we give a polynomial 
transformation from the satisfiability problem to the set-placing problem. Let a be 
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a formula in conjunctive normal form with clauses ci = (yi, v yi, v yi3) and 
variables V= {x1, . . . . x,}. We define 
B={xi,xiI l<i<n} 
N1={(xi,Xi)I ldi<n} 
Nz= {c, I 1 <jGn} 
and F((x,, Xi), xi) = 1, F((xi, Xi), Xi) = 1, F(ci, yji) = 1, and otherwise we set F= 0. 
Now we show the following assertion: 
The formula CI is satisfiable, if and only if there exists a mapping f: N, u N, + B 
withf(x)#f(y) for all XEN~, yeN2 and with F(x,f(x))=l for all XEN,UN,. 
Let a be satisfiable and let I++ be an assignment of values to the variables with 
I&CC) = 1. Herefore we set: 
f(txi3 xi)) = i 
xi if @(xi)= 1 
Xi if $(xi) = 0. 
For each clause cj there is a literal yjr, with 1+9( yj,,) = 1. We define f(cj) = yir,. Then 
for each (xi, Xi) E N, and cj E N2 we obtain 
1. $(f((xi, Xi))) =O # 1 = $(yj/,) = $cf(Cj)) and therefore f(Cj) #f((Xi, Xi)), 
2. F((x,, Xi), f((xi, Xi))) = 1, and 
3. F(cj, f(Cj)) = F(cj, Yj,,) = ‘. 
Conversely, let f be a feasible set-mapping. Then it holds that f((xi, xi)) E 
{Xi, Xi) and that (cj) E { yjl, yj2, y,,}. We choose: 
,,1-i)={~ 
if f((xi, Xi)) = Xi 
otherwise. 
Since f(cj) # f( (xi, Xi)) for each 1 < i < n and for each 1 <i 6 m, for yj,, = f(cj) we 
have the condition $(y,,) = 1. Hence $(cj) = 1 for 1 <j< m, and from that we 
obtain that $ is a satisfymg assignment. 1 
3.5. COROLLARY. 1. The graph-placing problem is NP-complete for cographs 
and interval graphs. 
2. The interconnecting test problem is NP-complete. 
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